Identification of the nik Gene Cluster of Brucella suis: Regulation and Contribution to Urease Activity
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Analysis of a Brucella suis 1330 gene fused to a gfp reporter, and identified as being induced in J774 murine macrophage-like cells, allowed the isolation of a gene homologous to nikA, the first gene of the Escherichia coli operon encoding the specific transport system for nickel. DNA sequence analysis of the corresponding B. suis nik locus showed that it was highly similar to that of E. coli except for localization of the nikR regulatory gene, which lies upstream from the structural nikABCDE genes and in the opposite orientation. Protein sequence comparisons suggested that the deduced nikABCDE gene products belong to a periplasmic binding protein-dependent transport system. The nikA promoter-gfp fusion was activated in vitro by low oxygen tension and metal ion deficiency and was repressed by NiCl2 excess. Insertional inactivation of nikA strongly reduced the activity of the nickel metalloenzyme urease, which was restored by addition of a nickel excess. Moreover, the nikA mutant of B. suis was functionally complemented with the E. coli nik gene cluster, leading to the recovery of urease activity. Reciprocally, an E. coli strain harboring a deleted nik operon recovered hydrogenase activity by heterologous complementation with the B. suis nik locus. Taking into account these results, we propose that the nik locus of B. suis encodes a nickel transport system. The results further suggest that nickel could enter B. suis via other transport systems. Intracellular growth rates of the B. suis wild-type and nikA mutant strains in human monocytes were similar, indicating that nikA was not essential for this step of infection. We discuss a possible role of nickel transport in maintaining enzymatic activities which could be crucial for survival of the bacteria under the environmental conditions encountered within the host.

The gram-negative bacteria Brucella spp. are the etiologic agents of brucellosis, a disease that is encountered worldwide and is endemic in many underdeveloped countries. Six distinct species have been identified in various mammalian hosts, including humans. In cattle, sheep, and goats, the disease still causes important economic losses. Among these species, Brucella melitensis, B. suis, and B. abortus are most frequently associated with pathogenicity in humans, characterized by undulant fever and other, less well-defined clinical symptoms. The infection can be asymptomatic, which may cause diagnostic difficulties and sometimes lead to chronic infections in bones, joints, and the central nervous system. Brucellae belong to the α-2 subdivision of the proteobacteria and are therefore phylogenetically related to the plant cell-associated species of the genera Rhizobium and Agrobacterium. Brucella spp. are facultative intracellular parasites that can survive within professional phagocytes. They are able to invade macrophages and to multiply inside acidified phagosomes (36). Among the mechanisms used by brucellae for intracellular survival are the inhibition of phagosomal acidification (35) and of tumor necrosis factor alpha production by macrophages (4), the activation of which under normal conditions is crucial for the elimination of pathogens.
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Despite intensive work, the mechanisms allowing Brucella to behave as an intracellular parasite have not been elucidated. To date, little is known about the bacterial factors contributing to the persistence and multiplication of this pathogen within human phagocytes. Upon infection of the macrophage by Brucella spp., certain stress proteins also induced at low pH and at high temperature were found to be expressed. Among those are the proteins HtrA, GroEL, and DnaK, the latter having been shown to be essential for replication of B. suis in human macrophage-like cell lines (23). Genes encoding these stress proteins (12, 17, 26) were frequently identified by the use of heterologous probes designed from previously characterized genes of other species. More recently, a two-component regulatory system (41) and a locus homologous to the VirB type IV secretion system (34) have been demonstrated to play important roles in intracellular survival. In an attempt to identify the bacterial genes expressed during multiplication of brucellae in host cells, a genetic tool was developed using the green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene as a reporter gene fused to randomly cloned B. suis promoters (22). Characterization of these genes, especially inactivation, should give an insight into the mechanisms allowing Brucella spp. to adapt to host macrophages. Several clones were selected on the basis of the inducible expression of GFP fluorescence after infection of a macrophage cell line. Here, we describe the identification of a gfp-fused B. suis gene highly homologous to nikA, the first gene of the Escherichia coli ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transport system specific for nickel (33). Uptake of nickel by the peri-
plasmic binding-protein-dependent transport system encoded by the nikAABCDE operon is required for the synthesis and activities of the \textit{E. coli} hydrogenase isoenzymes under anaerobic conditions (46). Transcription of this operon is activated by the general anaerobic transcriptional factor Fnr and repressed by the nickel-responsive regulator NikR when intracellular nickel concentrations are high (9, 46, 47). Many microorganisms incorporate this metal ion into enzymes participating in important metabolic reactions of hydrogen metabolism, ureolysis, methane biogenesis, and acetogenesis (20). Hydrolysis of urea is catalyzed by the nickel-dependent urease, an enzyme produced by all \textit{Brucella} species (7).

Our data show that \textit{B. suis} possesses genes encoding counterparts highly similar to the five protein components of the \textit{E. coli} NikAABCDE permease and to the NikR regulator with a distinct genomic organization. We demonstrate that in vitro expression of the nikA promoter-gfp fusion is activated by low oxygen or nickel concentrations. We also show that activation of nikA severely alters the activity of the nickel metalloenzyme urease in this bacterium. In addition, successful reciprocal complementation of nik mutants of \textit{E. coli} and \textit{B. suis} with the nik operons supports the notion that the gene cluster of \textit{B. suis} functions as a nickel transport system. Our data also suggest that, like \textit{E. coli} and other bacteria, \textit{B. suis} can use alternative ion transport systems for this metal when its concentration is high enough.

\section*{MATERIALS AND METHODS}

\subsection*{Bacterial strains, plasmids, and culture conditions.} \textit{Brucella} strains used in this study (\textit{B. suis} 1330 [ATCC 23444] and derived mutants) were all grown in tryptic soy (TS) medium. For cultures carried out under microaerobic conditions, the \textit{Brucella} were grown on TS agar plates placed in a jar with activated tryptic soy (TS) medium. For cultures carried out under microaerobic conditions, \textit{Brucella} were grown on TS agar plates placed in a jar with activated tryptic soy (TS) medium. For cultures carried out under microaerobic conditions, \textit{Brucella} were grown on TS agar plates placed in a jar with activated tryptic soy (TS) medium.

\subsection*{Construction of mutant strains.} The mutant strain containing the kanamycin resistance (Kanr) cassette was constructed as described previously (2). The deletion mutant HYD720 was derived from this strain by excision of the kanamycin resistance cassette (24). The deletion mutant HYD720 was derived from this strain by excision of the kanamycin resistance cassette (24). The deletion mutant HYD720 was derived from this strain by excision of the kanamycin resistance cassette (24).

\subsection*{DNA manipulations and hybridization.} Plasmid DNA was prepared as previously described (2). DNA treatments with restriction enzymes and modification enzymes were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For labeling or subcloning, restriction fragments or PCR products and a promoterless gfp gene were used. The DNA amplification product was obtained after 30 cycles of a denaturation step at 95°C for 45 s, annealing at 62°C for 1 min, and elongation at 72°C for 2 min (5 min ending the last cycle). The PCR product was then cloned into pUC18.

\subsection*{Infection and intracellular growth of \textit{B. suis} strains in murine J774.A1 macrophage-like cells and in human monocytes.} Infection of mouse J774.A1 macrophage-like cells with recombinant \textit{Brucella} strains containing plasmid pBBR1-KGFP, harboring a chromosomal DNA fragment fused to gfp was performed as described elsewhere (4, 19) in six-well plates (Falcon; Becton Dickinson, Meylan, France). Cells (2 $\times$ 10$^6$) cultured overnight in RPMI 1640 (Gibco BRL) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (Gibco BRL) at 37°C and 5% CO$_2$ were incubated for 45 min at 37°C with 1 ml of bacterial suspension, corresponding to a multiplicity of infection of 20. They were then washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to remove nonphagocytized bacteria. Infected cells were reincubated for 48 h in 4 ml of RPMI supplemented with 30 $\mu$g of gentamicin sulfate ml$^{-1}$ to kill any remaining extracellular bacteria. The cells were washed with PBS and disrupted in water by incubation for 10 min on ice, scraped off, and centrifuged (353 $\times$ g [Heraeus Megafuge 1.0R]; 5 min) to pellet the intact cells and nuclei. After a second centrifugation to eliminate cellular debris, the supernatant containing the bacteria was diluted in 2 ml of PBS for flow cytometry analysis.

Alternatively, for intracellular survival assay, human mononuclear cells were prepared from fresh blood by centrifugation with Ficoll-Hypaque (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) and monocytes were purified as described previously (4). Infection of 10$^5$ cells in 1 ml of RPMI was performed in 24-well plates as indicated above, at a multiplicity of infection of 20, for 24 and 48 h postinfection, cells were washed twice with PBS and lysed in 0.2% Triton X-100. CFU numbers were determined by plating serial dilutions on TS agar. Experiments were performed twice in duplicate.

\subsection*{Flow cytometry analysis.} Flow cytometry was carried out using a FACScalibur scanner (Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, San Jose, Calif.). About 50,000 individual events were acquired with a 488-nm argon-ion laser, and excitation light was detected through a 530-nm bandpass filter. Cell Quest software (Becton Dickinson) was used for the quantitation of fluorescence.

\subsection*{Urease assay of \textit{B. suis} strains.} \textit{Brucella} strains were tested for urease activity by the phenol red spectrophotometric assay. A stationary-phase culture was
cultures. The OD560 was measured against a blank of the reaction solution red. A red-violet color after incubation at 37°C for 2.5 h indicated urease-positive suspension in 3 ml of urea test broth (32) containing 2% urea and 0.001% phenol.

They were made permeable by addition of toluene (2% [vol/vol]) followed by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. They were washed twice with 50 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.8) and 1.9 mM oxidized benzyl viologen. The reaction was initiated by addition of bacteria. One unit of activity is defined as 1 μmol of benzyl viologen reduced min⁻¹ by using a molar extinction coefficient of 7,400 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹.

**RESULTS**

Isolation of an inducible gene from *B. suis* homologous to nikA. A method was previously developed to identify genes which are preferentially expressed during the intracellular life of *B. suis* (22). The screening of such genes was based on the emission of fluorescence by J774 macrophage-like cells infected with *B. suis* containing plasmid constructs of a *B. suis* DNA library fused to a promoterless gfp gene. Clones harboring bacterial promoters induced in the host cell could therefore be visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Comparison with the fluorescence of free bacteria in culture medium allowed clones having promoters constitutively expressed to be distinguished from those exhibiting intracellularly inducible promoters; 24 such clones were selected for further analysis. Sequence analysis of *B. suis* DNA fragments fused to gfp and search for homologies to entries in the SwissProt database revealed a high degree of similarity (76%) of clone 19A10 with the NikA protein of *E. coli* over a stretch of 225 amino acids. This protein is the first component of the specific nickel transport system. While the role of this transporter in supplying nickel for hydrogenases activities is well documented in *E. coli*, its contribution to the in vitro and intracellular development of brucelae has not been studied. This gene was thus chosen for further investigation.

Activation of this promoter in 1774 macrophage-like cells was controlled with a FACScalibur flow cytometer. The GFP-mediated fluorescence measured by analysis of clone 19A10 grown in TS culture medium was very low in comparison with that obtained by analysis of the constitutively expressed gfp gene in clone 9 cultured in the same conditions (Fig. 1). Fluorescence of the bacteria released after lysis of cells infected with clone 19A10 was 2.7-fold higher than that of free bacteria. No fluorescence was detectable with lysed uninfected cells.

Cloning of genes homologous to the *E. coli* operon encoding the periplasmic binding-protein-dependent transport system for nickel. Southern blots of *B. suis* chromosomal DNA showed that the 19A10 probe bound to a single EcoRI fragment (not shown). The EcoRI fragments of about 6 kb were therefore cloned into pUC18. The physical map of pNIK-BS, the selected recombinant clone, is shown in Fig. 2. Sequence analysis confirmed that *B. suis* possessed an ORF encoding a protein of 526 amino acids showing high (63%) identity to NikA of *E. coli*. Four ORFs were identified downstream of nikA and were predicted to be transcribed in the same direction (Fig. 2). Alignment of the proteins encoded by these ORFs with the different components of the *E. coli* nik operon (33) revealed that they were highly conserved in size and exhibited high (51 to 67%) identity (Table 1). The only motif predicted to form a stem-loop structure (−18 kcal mol⁻¹ [45]) and followed by a run of Ts was found 64 bp after the stop codon of nikE and therefore might potentially be recognized as a transcription terminator. These data thus suggested that these five genes are part of an operon which could represent the nik locus homolog in *B. suis*. A 399-bp ORF separated from nikA by 266 bp and potentially transcribed in the opposite direction (Fig. 2) was highly similar to NikR (Table 1), the repressor protein of the *E. coli* nik operon (9). The G+C content of the six *Brucella* genes was variable, as it is in their *E. coli* counterparts (Table 1).

Furthermore, a potential 24-amino-acid signal sequence suggested that *B. suis* NikA could be transported through the cytoplasmic membrane. This was confirmed by Western blot analysis using antibodies specific to *E. coli* NikA, which was found to be able to recognize the *B. suis* NikA protein in the periplasmic space (data not shown). The deduced nikB and nikC gene products were predicted to contain six and five transmembrane regions, respectively, and they possessed most of the histidines and cysteines potentially important for interaction of the homologous *E. coli* proteins with the metal ions (33). Both NikD and NikE proteins from *B. suis* possessed the two consensus sites A (GX₅GX₅KS) and B (DEX₄LD) defining the binding motifs for ATP (44). These two proteins could represent the energy providers for the transport system. Structure prediction (16) of *B. suis* NikR detected the typical β-α-α pattern of its *E. coli* homolog (5) in the N-terminal region.
Furthermore, the positions of the histidine and cysteine residues proposed to interact with nickel (5) were conserved in the C-terminal sequence of the \(B. \) suis protein. Interestingly, palindromic sequences which could serve as binding sites for regulatory proteins were identified in the region between \(nikA\) and \(nikR\). The putative Pribnow box (AAATAAT) found upstream of the first codon of \(nikA\) is surrounded by two imperfect inverted repeats, ATATGAN\(_9\)T CATAC (not shown), which match the \(E. \) coli NikR operator site (6), with only one mutation in the 5' half site. Another such motif, CGATCTGAT\(_3\)ATCAGATCG, contains a DNA stretch strongly resembling to the consensus TGATN\(_9\)ATC AA Fnr target sequence.

**In vitro induction of the \(B. \) suis \(nikA\) promoter.** Possible regulation of \(B. \) suis \(nikA\) expression depending on the oxygen level in the growth conditions was then tested. GFP-mediated fluorescence under control of the \(nikA\) promoter cloned in the 19A10 construct was measured after culture under microaerobic conditions. On TS agar, \(B. \) suis strains grew microaerobically almost as well as aerobically (not shown). Comparison of fluorescence intensities detected by flow cytometry following growth of bacteria in different conditions showed that activity of this promoter increased 3.6-fold under microaerobic incubation (Fig. 3A). This induction was higher when bacteria were directly grown in the microaerobic jar than when they were preincubated for 24 h under normal, aerobic incubation (Fig. 3A). This induction was higher when bacteria were directly grown in the microaerobic jar than when they were preincubated for 24 h under normal, aerobic conditions. To control an eventual bias due to the production of \(CO_2\) by the microaerobic system used, the experiment was also performed in degassed liquid medium. The result (not shown) confirmed induction of the \(nikA\) promoter with decreasing oxygen concentration. In contrast, we detected no such effect on expression of the constitutively expressed promoter carried by clone 9 (not shown).

A common feature of many metal transport systems is that their expression is stimulated by metal ion deficiency and inhibited by substrate excess. To verify whether the same was true for the promoter studied here, the 19A10 clone was grown in the presence of a high (10 mM) concentration of the metal ion chelator EDTA in the culture medium. The fluorescence emitted by the gfp fusion under these conditions was compared to that obtained under standard conditions (Fig. 3B). Fluorescence enhancement (approximately 10-fold) showed that the promoter cloned in 19A10 was strongly induced in the conditions of metal ion deficiency created during culture with 10 mM EDTA. In addition, when the medium was supplemented with 500 \(\mu\)M Ni\(^{2+}\), fluorescence intensity decreased below the standard, indicating that an increase in Ni\(^{2+}\) concentration repressed promoter activity. Cultures of clone 19A10 on minimal medium agar resulted in repression of the 19A10 promoter-gfp fusion (not shown). These results showed that under standard conditions, even minimal medium contained enough Ni\(^{2+}\) to repress the \(nikA\) promoter. Maximal activation of this promoter was obtained when effects of metal and \(O_2\) deficiency were combined. As shown in Fig. 3C, the fluorescence increase caused by lack of Ni\(^{2+}\) was 1.7-fold higher under microaerobic conditions. In contrast, inhibition of the promoter resulting from excess of Ni\(^{2+}\) remained stable.

**Insertional inactivation of \(B. \) suis \(nikA\).** A mutation in \(nikA\) resulting in insertional inactivation of the gene was constructed. The \(kan\) gene was inserted into the unique ApaI site within the partial \(nikA\) gene isolated from 19A10 (Fig. 2). This new construct, which contained 562 bp of \(nikA\) DNA upstream of the insertion site and 114 bp downstream, was introduced into the \(Brucella\) suicide plasmid pCVD442. After transformation of \(B. \) suis, mutants were obtained by allelic exchange between chromosomal \(nikA\) and the inactivated gene on the plasmid. Southern analysis was performed to verify that adequate allelic exchange took place. Chromosomal DNAs of the wild-type and \(nikA\) mutant strains of \(B. \) suis digested by HindIII

**TABLE 1. Predicted ORFs homologous to the \(E. \) coli \(nik\) genes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Size (bp) of B. suis gene</th>
<th>% G+C</th>
<th>B. suis</th>
<th>E. coli</th>
<th>No. of amino acids</th>
<th>% Amino acid identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(nikA)</td>
<td>1,581</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nikB)</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nikC)</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nikD)</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nikE)</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nikR)</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>49.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were compared by probing with the 19A10 insert. The predicted 967-bp fragment, which originated from the presence of two HindIII sites in nikA and in the Kan r cassette, hybridized in the mutant DNA but was absent in the wild-type DNA (not shown).

Inhibition of urease activity. Since urease activity is dependent on nickel acquisition, we tested whether the nikA gene product is required for optimal activity of urease in B. suis. The inhibitory effect of EDTA as a divalent cation chelator on urease activity was examined in wild-type and nikA mutant strains. Bacteria were grown in medium containing various concentrations of EDTA. Urease activity was directly evaluated on washed culture aliquots by the phenol red-urea spectrophotometric assay (Fig. 4). The EDTA concentrations used in this experiment had no effect on the urease activity of the wild-type strain, but there was a marked drop in urease activity of the mutant strain. In the absence of EDTA, there was no difference between the parent and nikA mutant strains, indicating that the mutant retained urease activity. While NikA appeared to be required for full urease activity, other systems in B. suis seemed to supply urease with nickel.

The nikA null mutant of B. suis was complemented in trans with the full-length nik locus from the parental strain. The 6.4-kb EcoRI fragment carrying nikABCDE and nikR genes from pNIK-BS (Fig. 2) was subcloned into plasmid pBBR1MCS. The complemented nikA mutant recovered maximal urease activity, slightly higher than that of the wild-type strain (Fig. 4). This result indicated that expression of the nikA gene in B. suis is essential for maintaining the optimal level of urease activity.

As depicted in Fig. 4, urease activity of B. suis wild type (■), nikA null mutant (○), nikA mutant under conditions of nickel excess (500 μM NiCl₂) during the reaction (○), nikA null mutant complemented with the full-length nik locus of B. suis (△), and nikA null mutant complemented with the nikABCDE genes of E. coli (▲). The inhibitory effect of a Ni²⁺ chelator was analyzed by addition of increasing EDTA concentrations to the TS growth medium. After culture for 24 h, the urease assay was performed by the phenol red-urea spectrophotometric method (OD₅₆₀) on whole bacteria washed in PBS.
activity strongly supports a probable role for NikA in nickel acquisition by B. suis.

To verify this hypothesis, we tested the effect of heterologous trans complementation with the nik genes of E. coli on urease activity of the nikA mutant. To this end, the nik operon of E. coli, obtained from plasmid pLW22 (47), was truncated at the unique ApaLI restriction site, which eliminated 140 bp from the 3’ end of the nikR gene encoding the repressor protein. After subcloning into pBBR1MCS, the resulting plasmid was used to complement the nikA mutant strain of B. suis. The urease assay indicated that this complemented strain had enzymatic activity reaching levels similar to those obtained with the wild-type strain (Fig. 4). The compensatory effect of E. coli nik genes on nikA inactivation therefore confirms that nikA participates in the nickel processing in B. suis.

Functional complementation of a nik mutant of E. coli. Previous biochemical and physiological studies demonstrated that all nik mutant strains of E. coli lacked hydrogenase activity (33, 46), which requires nickel in the active site of the enzyme. Heterologous complementation of strain HYD720 (Δnik47) was performed with the integral nik gene cluster of B. suis into plasmid pNIK-BS. Hydrogenase activity of this complemented HYD720 strain was compared to that obtained by homologous complementation with pLW21 (47) bearing the entire nikA-R locus of E. coli. Genes from B. suis restored the hydrogenase activity to 25% of the level measured with the wild-type E. coli strain and mutant HYD720 complemented with pLW21 (Table 2). The B. suis nik system appeared to be able to replace the E. coli nik operon to ensure functional nickel transport and therefore to allow significant hydrogenase activity in an E. coli background.

Intracellular growth of the nikA mutant in human monocytes. We investigated the effect of the nikA mutation on the intracellular survival of B. suis to assess the contribution of this gene to bacterial replication within its host cell. Multiplication rates of parental B. suis 1330 and of the nikA mutant were determined after infection of human monocytes by these strains. Although the isogenic nickA mutant replicated to a lesser extent than the parental strain at 24 h postinfection, the two strains displayed similar replication rates at 48 h (Fig. 5), both reaching a multiplication factor of approximately 1,000-fold. Infection of differentiated, human macrophage-like THP1 cells yielded similar intracellular growth curves (not shown). These data led us to conclude that in vitro nikA is not a critical factor for replication of B. suis within its host cell.

### DISCUSSION

The development of a GFP reporter gene fusion system adapted for the detection of B. suis genes induced in the host cell has led to the isolation of the B. suis homolog of the E. coli nikA gene. Further characterization of the nucleotide sequences surrounding this gene on the B. suis chromosome has revealed that this bacterium possesses a complete nik locus highly homologous to the E. coli operon (33). In the present study, several findings suggest a role of the B. suis nik system in nickel uptake. The structure of its components is highly similar to that of the five E. coli nik ORFs, included in a single transcription unit. Sequence comparison between the functionally related proteins has shown that the deduced B. suis Nik proteins, like their E. coli counterparts, belong to a binding-protein-dependent transport system. The first component NikA probably represents in B. suis the periplasmic binding protein as well. NikB and NikC could be membrane proteins analogous to transport system permeases and might function as metal transmitters. NikD and NikE exhibit typical ATP-binding domains of ABC transporters, suggesting their participation in energy production for the transport system. The high level of identity (57.6% on average) between the E. coli and B. suis proteins was rather unexpected for such distantly related organisms. To date, the newly identified nik genes in B. suis are the most homologous to those of E. coli.

Observations concerning the in vitro induction of the B. suis nikA promoter in the 19A10-gfp transcriptional fusion were consistent with a function in nickel transport. On one hand, it could be strongly activated as a result of divalent metal ion deficiency; on the other hand, it was repressed by an increase of the nickel concentration in the medium. Inhibition of nikA expression was observed for culture of 19A10 on minimal medium. As described for the E. coli nik operon, the B. suis nikA gene was suggested to be activated only at very low concentrations of nickel.

Because it is well documented that urease requires nickel
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ions in the active site to be functional (20, 28), the considerably lower urease activity of the \textit{B. suis} \textit{nikA} mutant than of the wild-type strain implicated this gene in nickel uptake. The finding that this apparent insufficiency of nickel could be overcome by addition of excess NiCl$_2$ also demonstrated the involvement of \textit{nikA} in nickel acquisition. Nevertheless, the enzyme of the mutated \textit{B. suis} strain was not totally inactive. Despite the need for an intact \textit{nikA} gene to produce fully active urease, the residual enzymatic activity of the \textit{nikA} mutant indicated the existence of other Ni$^{2+}$ uptake systems.

\textit{Trans} complementation of the \textit{B. suis} \textit{nikA} mutant and the \textit{E. coli} \textit{nik} null strain with the heterologous \textit{nik} genes also showed that they were able to functionally replace the mutated genes in a heterologous background. In fact, the \textit{nikABCDE} genes from \textit{E. coli} fully operated in the mutant of \textit{B. suis} which recovered optimal urease activity, whereas the intact \textit{nik} gene cluster from \textit{B. suis} significantly restored hydrogenase activity in a deletion mutant of \textit{E. coli}. These results demonstrate that the \textit{B. suis} \textit{nik} locus mediates nickel transport.

While the structure of the \textit{B. suis} \textit{nik} gene cluster strongly resembles to that of the \textit{E. coli} operon, the overall organization with respect to \textit{nikR} was totally different. On the \textit{B. suis} chromosome, this ORF was found in the vicinity of \textit{nikA}, and in the opposite orientation of transcription, instead of being downstream of \textit{nikE} and in the same orientation as in \textit{E. coli}. Nevertheless, the activation of the \textit{B. suis} \textit{nikA} promoter was apparently regulated similarly to the \textit{E. coli} homolog: induction by metal ion deficiency and low oxygen concentration, and inhibition by substrate excess.

Furthermore, in the promoter region of the \textit{B. suis} \textit{nikA} gene, the presence of a palindrome which might potentially serve as a NikR-binding site suggests that NikR could mediate repression of \textit{nikA} expression by way of promoter occlusion, as described for \textit{E. coli} (5, 6, 9). However, regulation of \textit{nikR} gene activation is expected to be quite different in \textit{B. suis}. Because of the genomic organization in \textit{B. suis}, expression of \textit{nikR} cannot be controlled through transcription from the \textit{nikA} promoter region, in contrast to \textit{E. coli} \textit{nikR} (9), but might be driven only by its own promoter. A specific promoter was also identified upstream of \textit{E. coli} \textit{nikR} as being responsible for its constitutive transcription. Furthermore, as a consequence of transcriptional regulation at the level of the \textit{nik} operon promoter, this gene is partially under the positive control of Fnr, the global regulator of anaerobic metabolism (9, 33). A sequence homologous to the FNR box was found in the region between the \textit{nikA} and \textit{nikR} genes of \textit{B. suis}. Although this motif was not located at the proper spacing from the putative \textit{nikA} promoter, it should be noted that its position, 43 bp upstream of the potential promoter of \textit{nikR}, could correspond to that described for promoters positively controlled by Fnr. Because \textit{Brucella} spp. are unable to grow anaerobically, the existence of such a global regulator in \textit{B. suis} seems unlikely.

The main question rising from this observation is whether the \textit{nik} genes can undergo regulation depending on the oxygen level in the environment. While \textit{Brucella} was classified among aerobic microorganisms, it can grow in vitro under standard microaerobic growth conditions. Our results have revealed the possible induction of the \textit{B. suis} \textit{nikA} promoter under microaerobiosis. We suggest that regulatory mechanisms could occur during the intracellular life of \textit{Brucella} to enable the organism to cope with changes in the external oxygen concentration in the host. Many microorganisms previously described as obligate aerobes exhibited adaptation to fluctuations of the redox status (for a review see reference 40). For example, \textit{Bacillus subtilis} was shown to possess a redox-sensing (ResDE) system which regulates expression of the \textit{B. subtilis} fur-like gene (30, 31). The requirement of an active \textit{nik} gene cluster in this context could be viewed as a specific nickel provider for \textit{B. suis} enzymes involved in adaptation to growth in a microaerobic environment. This is the case for \textit{E. coli} hydrogenases (46), produced only under anaerobic conditions. \textit{Rhizobium} species also express uptake hydrogenases, which may play a key role in improving the efficiency of N$_2$ fixation in the microaerobic environment of the plant nodules. The \textit{Bradyrhizobium japonicum} hydrogenase requires nickel for both enzyme activity and transcriptional regulation (21). These enzymes and the specific regulations required to adapt activities to the intracellular life-style remain to be discovered in \textit{Brucella} spp.

Nickel is essential for other important enzymatic reactions, among which ureolysis has become of major interest since a relationship between the highly ureolytic pathogen \textit{H. pylori} and the human peptic ulceration has been found (28). This organism has adopted a strategy of survival in the gastric mucosa that involves synthesis of urease, producing ammonia which in turn may neutralize the acidic pH in the local environment of the bacteria. Urease is absolutely essential for colonization of animal models by \textit{Helicobacter pylori} (for a review reference 28).

We have shown that \textit{B. suis} displayed maximal urease activity when the \textit{nik} locus encoding a putative nickel transporter was intact. According to the above model of resistance to host defense, it might be speculated that \textit{Brucella}, which is unable to multiply in strongly acidic medium (25), could be protected from acidification by the ammonia released from urea hydrolysis. Because the natural host infection by \textit{Brucella} frequently occurs via the oral route, the bacterium has to tolerate low pH during its passage through the digestive tract. Recent work (18) reported that urease-negative mutants of \textit{Yersinia enterocolitica} were less virulent after intragastric inoculation. Moreover, a previous study of the environmental conditions that \textit{B. suis} encounters in the host cell has demonstrated that this bacterium survives and remains enclosed in phagosomes which are rapidly acidified. Early acidification was necessary for the multiplication of \textit{B. suis} within macrophages (36). Ammonium chloride addition at 7 h postinfection did not affect the replication rate of intracellular bacteria, in contrast to early neutralization. This result suggested that the pH of the phagosome had already increased at this step of infection.

\textit{Rhizobium meliloti}, phylogenetically closely related to \textit{Brucella}, also harbors urease and hydrogenase, whose functions are important for nitrogen management. Interestingly, the same transcription unit of the \textit{R. meliloti} chromosome contains the structural genes for urease, separated by ORFs also involved in determining hydrogenase activity (27).

In conclusion, \textit{B. suis} seems to possess one or several enzymes whose full activity requires nickel ions. These activities could be necessary for adaptation to the environmental conditions encountered by the bacteria in the host (O$_2$ level, acidic pH, etc.). In \textit{B. suis}, as in many pathogenic microorganisms,
the binding-protein-dependent transporter encoded by the *E. coli* nik operon homolog is probably not the only system supplying these enzymes with nickel. In addition to this specific high-affinity transporter, *E. coli* is able to use one, and perhaps two, nonspecific magnesium transport systems to accumulate nickel under conditions of substrate excess (33). Because urease activity is probably crucial for the virulence of *H. pylori*, its high-affinity nickel transport protein, NixA, is not the only ion transporter capable of nickel acquisition (3) and contributing to full catalytic activity.

For these reasons, it was not surprising to observe little difference between intracellular growth rates of the *B. suis* wild-type and *nikA* mutant strains. Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that this gene could participate in intracellular multiplication over the first 24 h of infection and that its inactivation in the mutant strain could be overcome by other systems expressed later. Results describing urease activity have indeed suggested that several systems could be apparently involved in nickel acquisition.

The *nikA* gene was previously selected on the basis of its induction within macrophages (22). However, the present results do not allow us to conclude that it is crucial for in vitro intracellular multiplication of *B. suis*. On the other hand, the presence of additional systems able to partially compensate for the inactivation of this gene suggested that it plays an important role in retaining enzyme activities which in turn could be critical for survival of brucellae under the environmental conditions of the host cell. Until now, no specific mechanism has been described as being involved in intracellular multiplication of *Brucella* spp. No liberation of toxin was detected, and few virulence factors (the stress proteins HF-I [38] and Lon [37], the VirB type IV secretion system [34], and a two-component regulatory system [41]) have been identified. Although analysis of the genes so far selected for their specific induction in macrophages is still in progress, the majority of the deduced proteins are components of transport systems, as is NiK (22).

Therefore, we speculate that *Brucella* may be able to use enzymes involved in normal metabolic pathways to adapt to the conditions specific to the intracellular life-style of this bacterium. It was noteworthy that among *B. suis* mutants with attenuated virulence (13), most harbor mutations in genes encoding regulation factors and enzymes of the general metabolism. The ability of intracellular bacteria like *Brucella* species to sense changes in their environment and to rapidly modulate gene expression is essential for bacterial virulence. The search for global regulators, involved in sensing diverse stimuli such as oxygen and redox potential, could provide clues to the mechanisms contributing to adaptation of brucellae to the host cells.
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